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Letter from the Chair
Hello Separatist Council,
 My name is Jacob Schoifet and I will serve as your chair at this years CIAC. I am sophomore 
majoring in Statistical Science and minoring in Computer Science. I participated within my high 
school’s Model UN club for 4 years and was president for my senior year. While I have helped out 
with staffing at CIAC last year and CMUNC (our high school MUN conference) this will be my first 
time as acting chair. 
 All of our staff put in an enormous effort into making this Star Wars Joint Crisis Committee 
possible, and we are really excited for the debate you and your committee will put forward. Your 
task will be to help the Separatist droid army capture Mandalore in order to acquire the Council 
of Neutral Systems (see the background guide below for more detailed information). You will 
need to act quickly and efficiently as the Galactic Republic will be doing everything within their 
power to prevent an uprising. In committee I will be taking the role of Count Dooku, head of the 
Confederacyl of Independent Systems. To clarify, even though I am Dooku I will act as a normal 
chair, which means I won’t vote or debate. While the real Dooku is very unforgiving and cold, I will 
try to be as helpful as possible.
 Lastly, if you have any questions about committee or about Star Wars that are not clear 
in the guide, feel free to email me at jhs376@cornell.edu or our Crisis Director, Anant Sriram, at 
as2652@cornell.edu.

Best of luck. May the force serve you well. 

Jacob “Count Dooku” Schoifet



Letter from the Crisis Director
TRANSMISSION IN:

The Separatist War (or as the Republic refers to it, the Clone Wars) continue to rage on, spreading 
to the Outer Rim. We continue to rely on the important trade connections between our allies in the 
Outer Rim and holdings in the Core Planets, Inner, and Mid Rims. The key to our holdings here is 
the Council of Neutral Systems, also known as the CNS, most important of which is Mandalore. Its 
central location between the Mid and Outer Rim, situated next to the Hydian Way and Braxant Run. 
Duchess Staine, Ruler of Mandalore and head of the CNS remains stubborn in keeping the trade 
route open to both us and the Republic. While in theory this is alright, the Hydian Way would allow 
us to service far more of our planets with far greater effect. It would also allow for droid shipments 
and movements and strike a major blow to the republic Clone Troop movements. It does not 
help that Satine has clear bias towards the republic, particularly the Jedi. Our goal: we must sway 
the CNS to Separatist favor. Knock the pawns down and the Duchess is defenseless, or take the 
Mandalore in one swoop and the whole Council is ours for the taking. We look forward to hearing 
your solutions and together, we can free the galaxy from the oppression of the bureaucratic 
incompetence of the Republic. We cannot achieve this without your help.

Anant Sriram
Crisis Director
as2652@cornell.edu

TRANSMISSION OUT.

General Background
Committee Outline

 Welcome to CIAC VIII! It is our great pleasure to hold, for the first time in CIAC history, a crisis 
committee based on the Star Wars universe. We are all huge fans of Star Wars, and thought that the 
galaxy far, far, away would make an exciting and fast-paced crisis committee.

 Star Wars is a space opera media franchise, created by George Lucas, that started with a 
film series in 1977, and has since grown to encompass several more films, a number of television 
shows, books, merchandise, and “in-universe” facts and lore. This particular crisis committee is 
set during Star Wars: The Clone Wars, an animated television series that ran from 2008 to 2014. 
Although the Star Wars mythos encompasses several thousand years of fiction and chronology 
that builds upon itself, you can expect to represent and interact with characters mostly from The 
Clone Wars in committee. This committee starts at the end of the year 20 BBY, shortly before the 
events of the film Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith. Any event that occurs after 20 BBY 
may not be referenced in committee. Please keep in mind that these years are in reverse numerical 
order, similar to the real-world BC years; for example, 21 BBY is before 20 BBY.

 We understand that the size of the Star Wars universe may seem daunting to delegates who 
are not fans of Star Wars, or who perhaps not avid consumers of all Star Wars media, and would like 
to make it clear that by no means is complete knowledge of the mythos necessary for success in 
this committee. Obviously, some amount of preparation will be required - perhaps somewhat 



more than other committees, simply because you will be dealing with a completely new universe 
and a new set of political alignments, factions, technologies, and histories - but please be assured 
that we will not ask you to scour the depths of the Star Wars lore as you draft your research papers, 
crisis notes, or directives.

 Star Wars: The Clone Wars follows a period in Star Wars history known as the Clone Wars; the 
galaxy is witness to a massive conflict between two factions known as the Galactic Republic and 
the Confederacy of Independent Systems. Amidst the warfare, a terrorist group known as Death 
Watch seeks to usurp the government of the planet Mandalore, drawing in both the Republic and 
the Confederacy.

History of the Galactic Republic
 Founded in 1032 BBY from the ashes of the Old Republic, the Galactic Republic is a massive 
democratic union of various planets and star systems across the galaxy. Its chief legislative body is 
known as the Galactic Senate, which consists of senators representing each constituent planet of 
the Republic, and is headed by the democratically elected Chancellor. As of 32 BBY, the Chancellor 
is Sheev Palpatine, formerly senator for the planet Naboo. The capital of the Republic is located 
on the Core World planet of Coruscant; other Core World planets located near Coruscant enjoy 
increased influence within the Republic and wield more influence in the Senate.

 The unofficial religious body and peacekeeping force of the Republic is known as the Jedi 
Order. The Jedi adhere to the standards of the light side of the Force, a mystical presence that 
allows them to perform superhuman feats. Guided by honour and selflessness, the Jedi exist in 
complete opposition to the Sith, who practice the dark side of the Force. Armed with laser swords 
known as lightsabers, as well as their knowledge of the Force, the Jedi resolve conflicts across the 
galaxy (through diplomacy or violence) at the behest of the Republic.

 After its founding, the Republic began a slow but steady process of expansion to the Inner 
Rim, Mid Rim, and Outer Rim worlds. Possessing no military save for a scant Judicial Force, along 
with the warrior-monks of the Jedi Order, the Republic opted to expand through free-trade and 
mutual defence pacts. Foreign worlds were invited to join the Republic as representatives in the 
Galactic Senate, forfeiting all prior sovereignty, in exchange for economic services and protection. 
Technological improvements in space travel saw the development of the hyperlane, which 
allowed spaceships to rapidly travel between planets at the speed of light. The development of the 
hyperlane prompted further planets and star systems to join the Republic, eager for hyperlanes of 
their own to connect them to the Core Worlds and place them on the galactic map.

 The rapid economic development saw the birth of organizations such as the InterGalactic 
Banking Clan and the Trade Federation, which sought to capitalize upon the economic potential 
of the Outer Rim worlds. These economically dependent Outer Rim worlds fell prey to the interests 
of the Core Worlds as the Republic grew in size and the voices of each planet within the Galactic 
Senate grew relatively smaller. Additionally, the lack of a military or police force allowed piracy to 
flourish in the Outer Rim. Pressured by trade monoliths and pirates, and receiving little assistance 
from the Core Worlds, the Outer Rim systems began to lose faith in the Republic’s ability to supply 
them with aid and services.

 In 32 BBY, a trade dispute between the Trade Federation and the planet Naboo resulted in a 
complete military blockade of the planet. After the Republic refused to send aid to Naboo, the 



locals fought off the Trade Federation’s armies of battle droids by themselves, though at great 
loss of life. Apart from revealing the tremendous military capability of the Trade Federation - in 
defiance of the Republic’s anti-weapons legislation - the Republic’s refusal to make an attempt 
to resolve the conflict demonstrated the indifference of the Core Worlds to the struggles of 
the Outer Rim. Additionally, since the aftermath of the conflict saw the Republic rescind free 
trade agreements with the Trade Federation and many Outer Rim planets, further anti-Republic 
sentiment was fomented.

Formation of the Confederacy of Independent Systems
 In 24 BBY, a former Jedi known as Count Dooku, disillusioned with what he perceived 
as corruption and political gridlock in the Republic, took the centre of the galactic stage. 
Publicizing corruption, greed, and ineffectiveness within the Senate, the charismatic Dooku 
began encouraging secession from the Galactic Republic. Several star systems heeded his call and 
declared independence from the Republic, joining together in a new government with Dooku 
as the head of state. Thus, the Confederacy of Independent Systems (CIS) was formed, with the 
seceding worlds in the Outer, Mid, and Inner Rims known as Separatists. 

 In contrast to the Republic, which demanded complete forfeiture of planetary sovereignty 
as a requirement for participation in the Galactic Senate, the CIS maintained a confederation-
like structure; constituent planets and systems were allowed to maintain some degree of 
independence. Since the CIS was formed mainly of disgruntled systems that seceded from the 
Republic in response to their perceived lack of equal representation and rights, the CIS was 
founded on a declaration of rights known as the Bylaws of Independent Systems. These bylaws 
provide for the equal representation of each system within the Separatist Parliament, as well as 
their individual sovereignty within the Confederacy. The Separatist Parliament is located on the 
Outer Rim world of Raxus.

 With the informal unification of the CIS and various financial and labour organizations such 
as the Techno Union, the Corporate Alliance, and the Commerce Guild, the Separatist movement 
gained further traction and encouraged more systems to its side. Additionally, after the Trade 
Federation and its associated battle droid producing firms joined the CIS, the Separatists wielded a 
powerful military force. 

 In response to the CIS’s rapid militarization and increasing aggression, the Republic 
underwent a series of internal reforms in order to better combat the Separatist threat. The majority 
of these involved awarding further powers to the office of the Chancellor, as well as further 
reducing constituent planets’ autonomy in favour of a more centralized system of government 
on Coruscant. The cornerstone of this increased centralization of power was the Military Creation 
Act, a piece of legislation that provided for the creation of an official Republic army to combat the 
Separatist threat.

 This usurping of a thousand years of Republic tradition was not looked upon favourably by 
all within the Republic; a number of senators formed the Loyalist Committee within the Senate, 
which served as a sort of de facto opposition group. Apart from vehemently opposing the Military 
Creation Act, as well as aggression in general against the Separatists, the Loyalist Committee also 
works to hinder and reverse political centralization within the Republic.

 In 22 BBY, Jedi master Obi-Wan Kenobi discovered secret medical facilities on the planet 



Kamino. Kenobi was informed by the Kaminoans that the facilities were being used to produce 
millions of clones, grown from the DNA of bounty hunter Jango Fett, in order to be trained and 
enlisted into an army for the Republic. The army had been commissioned 10 years earlier, shortly 
after the Invasion of Naboo, by the militaristic Jedi master Sifo-Dyas as a Republic military force. 
Shortly afterwards, Kenobi, senator Padme Amidala, and Jedi padawan Anakin Skywalker were 
captured and held for execution by Separatists on the planet Geonosis. The Senate, having recently 
approved the Military Creation Act, sent a clone army to rescue the three and destroy the battle 
droid production facilities on Geonosis. The resulting battle marked the start of the Clone Wars, 
and both factions began the struggle for galactic supremacy.

Mandalore
 Mandalore is a planet located in the Outer Rim territories, in the Mandalore system. The 
planet was once home to the Mandalorian warriors, feared across their galaxy for their combat 
prowess, warlike nature, and ruthlessness. The leader of the Mandalorians was known as the 
Mand’alor, who wielded total power over his subjects and was known to be the strongest warrior 
on the planet. The Mandalorian warriors at one point waged war against the Old Republic, sacking 
the Jedi Temple on Coruscant and decimating the Old Republic fleet. Centuries of warfare have 
since destroyed the surface of the once-beautiful Mandalore, rendering it an inhospitable desert 
wasteland. The remaining Mandalorians therefore decided to give up their old warlike ways and 
adopt a pacifist culture, living in biocube cities on the surface of the ruined planet, and exiling 
their warriors to the nearby moon of Concordia. Due to its highly advanced technological sector, 
strategic location in the Outer Rim, and untapped market, both the Republic and the Confederacy 
wish to expand their influence in Mandalore.

 Mandalore is currently ruled by the Duchess Satine Kryze. Duchess Satine steadfastly 
upholds her planet’s pacifist virtues, refusing involve Mandalore in the Clone Wars by rejecting any 
alliance or union with both the Galactic Republic and the Confederacy of Independent Systems. 
Instead, Duchess Satine heads the Council of Neutral Systems (CNS), a group of over 1,500 star 
systems that have declared their neutrality in the Clone Wars. After seeing some of the horrors of 
war that the Clone Wars brought, many planets feared that aligning with either side would take 
the lives of many innocents. Initially, the fear of trade embargos and hostile invasions forced these 
systems to pick sides against their will. These systems eventually forged a united front - the CNS. 
While the amount of member systems is impressive, the whole council is glued together by the 
Duchess. However, despite her public face of neutrality, Duchess Satine is close to the Jedi Order, 
having cooperated with various Jedi in the past to preserve Mandalore’s security and pacifism.

 Additionally, Mandalore possesses a Prime Minister, subservient to the Duchess; the current 
Prime Minister is Almec. When the Clone Wars broke out, the Republic suspended all foreign aid, 
financial and otherwise, to planets that refused to completely acquiesce to Republic demands 
and join the Senate. Of course, Mandalore refused, and was subsequently cut off from all Republic 
aid. This aid included agricultural relief, since Mandalore’s arid landscape is completely unable to 
grow crops or sustain any type of farming. Fearing for his people’s safety, Prime Minister Almec 
facilitated the establishment of several black market trade networks in order to bypass the 
Republic trade sanctions. When some black market goods inadvertently resulted in the deaths of 
several children, Duchess Satine and a Jedi representative led a investigation which eventually 
outed Prime Minister Almec as culpable. Prime Minister Almec attempted a takeover of the 
Mandalorian government, arresting Duchess Satine and torturing her into signing a falsified writ of 
confession before being overpowered by the Jedi. Almec was subsequently stripped of his position



and arrested. A few months before the start of this committee, a technicality in the legal 
proceedings of his trial (or perhaps bribery and collusion) resulted in Almec’s acquittal and 
reinstatement as Prime Minister.

Death Watch
 The shift in Mandalore’s culture did not sit well with everyone. The warriors exiled to 
Concordia believe that Mandalore is growing weak and has turned its back on the ways of its 
ancestors, and have banded together to form the terrorist group Death Watch. Adopting several 
Mandalorian traditions, such as the notorious Mandalorian warriors’ armour and jetpacks, Death 
Watch wishes to return Mandalore to its warrior roots, and will stop at nothing to accomplish 
this goal. Concordia’s governor, Pre Vizsla, is the leader of Death Watch and has been declared 
the current Mand’alor by the group. It is suspected that Death Watch is currently preparing for a 
complete takeover of Mandalore.

 Unfortunately, the Duchess refuses to cooperate with the Separatist movement at all, 
meaning that the CIS will need to find a way to usurp the throne from her. Death Watch has a 
history of animosity towards the Republic, making them a perfect group to utilize in the effort 
to destabilize the Council of Neutral systems. With Satine gone, the other systems will crumble 
and will submit to our authority. Additionally, the CIS has a large number of battle droids at its 
disposal which could easily take Mandalore by force. The numerous Separatist economic and 
labour organizations could also provide Mandalore with an economic incentive for joining the 
Confederacy. Regardless of which course of action you decide to pursue, one thing is for certain: 
Mandalore must become a Separatist ally, and cannot fall into the hands of the Republic.

CIS Constituent Organizations
 The following are the largest and most powerful trade, labour, and technological 
organizations within the CIS. They are among the Confederacy’s greatest assets and play a large 
part in the Clone Wars. Although many of them maintain relations with the Galactic Republic - 
even enjoying representation in the Senate - be assured that they serve the Confederacy and only 
the Confederacy.

Trade Federation
 Responsible for the invasion and blockade of Naboo, the Trade Federation is a large 
conglomerate of shipping and trading companies. The Republic’s response to the blockade of 
Naboo ultimately drove the Trade Federation into forming the Separatist movement. Apart from 
playing a key role in interplanetary trade, the Trade Federation also supplies the CIS with the vast 
majority of its battle droids and materials.

Techno Union
 The Techno Union is a commerce guild that is comprised solely of technological 
corporations. Technically (get it?) the Techno Union declared itself a neutral party at the outbreak 
of the Clone Wars, and maintains delegates within both the Galactic Senate and the Separatist 
Parliament. However, it is well known that Foreman Wat Tambor and the rest of the union 
have designed all of the Separatist battle droid models, as well as droid vehicles and other 
military equipment. The Techno Union is always looking for the next big droid or technological 
breakthrough



Commerce Guild
 Led by Presidente Shu Mai, The Commerce Guild is composed of a variety of corporations 
from across the galaxy; most of the Commerce Guild’s subsidiaries are mining conglomerates, 
although a number of engineering firms are also part of the guild; the DSD1 dwarf spider droids 
and Recusant-class light destroyers were developed by the Commerce Guild and its subsidiaries. 
Additionally, the guild is known for coercing small firms, many of which deal in illicit activities, into 
joining its ranks. As a result, the Commerce Guild is well-equipped for espionage or plotting in the 
galaxy’s underworld.

Corporate Alliance
The Corporate Alliance is another commerce union, like the Techno Union and the Commerce 
Guild. Most of its assets produce goods directed towards civilian consumer interests, including 
retail commodities and propaganda. The group also supplies the CIS with heavy artillery and 
armoured mechanized units such as the snail tank. Magistrate Passel Argente heads the Corporate 
Alliance.

Separatist Troops and Military Equipment
 The vast majority of the Separatist army is produced by the Baktoid Armour Workshop, on 
the planets Hypori and Geonosis. B1 battle droids and B2 super battle droids comprise the majority 
of Separatist forces. What they lack in intelligence and skill, they make up for in numbers, as their 
primary purpose is to overwhelm the enemy with the sheer enormity of their army. The B1 models 
can be programmed with a variety of roles, such as pilot, gunner, firefighter, and emergency 
responder. However, they tend to be fairly inept and rather garrulous amongst themselves, in 
addition to having lower than average aim with blaster fire. The B1 model’s successor, the B2, 
tends to have thicker armor, powerful blasters incorporated directly into the models’ arms, and a 
less chatty nature. Despite these improvements, the B2 models possess much simpler processors 
which limited their thinking ability, and are much more expensive to produce.

 BX Droid Commandos serve as a major improvement over the B1s and B2s but are very 
costly to manufacture, hence serving in the army in limited quantities. They talk very little, have 
very tough armor, are very nimble and suited for covert operations, and possess fighting skills to 
match a Jedi. They wield weapons such as vibroswords and blasters, and can use them to great 
effect.

 Droidekas serve as the heavy infantry of the Separatist army, providing a challenge to 
any in its path with its fast rolling speed (75 mph) and twin repeating blasters. They also possess 
basic deflector shield generators, capable of deflecting basic short range, high velocity attacks 
like sidearms and blasters. For all their strengths, they are blind to attacks from the rear and their 
shields are ineffective against slow/stationary objects such as EMP grenades. Generally a slowly-
rolling grenade, or even an undetected blaster-wielding hand slowly penetrating its shield, serve 
as an effective method to take down such a droid. For underwater scenarios, the Separatist armies 
utilize Aqua Droids, built with durasteel bodies to prevent short circuiting and made to swim and 
fight underwater.

 Accompanying these droids on land sieges are the Octuptarra combat tri-droid, Octuptarra 
magna tri-droid, and LM-432 crab droid. They can all blast enemies from any direction and 
generally cannot be caught by surprise, unless engaged from directly above. They move fairly 



rapidly and can crush enemies and vehicles under their several legs.

 Seen in the first Battle of Geonosis, the IG-227 Hailfire-class Droid Tanks were distinguished 
by their unique two large wheels used for movement. They were particularly capable in terms 
of firepower and carrying 15 or so missiles to combat Republic walkers and tanks while also 
possessing double blasters to combat troops. They also were customizable for various purposes 
such as missiles, stun, etc.Because they do run out of missiles fairly quickly, there is a need for 
air-mobile refresh droids. As such, the collective costs for these two make the price for both quite 
steep.

 Generally reserved for the elites of the CIS like Count Dooku and General Grievous, the IG-
100 MagnaGuards are the bodyguards that are specifically trained to fight Jedi. Each model wields 
a special electrostaff that can rival Jedi lightsabers. MagnaGuards can fight even after losing a limb 
or their head, but are ill-suited for typical infantry roles due to their high production cost.

 With a range of options on the ground, the skies and space were patrolled by Vulture Droid 
Fighters and Droid Tri-Fighters. Vulture Droids serve the same purpose as B1 and B2 droids, to 
simply overwhelm the enemy, rather than destroy with their intelligence. Superior to the Vultures 
were the Tri-Fighters who, while not as good as the best clone and Jedi pilots, were faster and 
smarter and could release missiles loaded with buzz droids to dismantle enemy fighters, frigates 
and battleships. 

 The main capital ship of the CIS navy is the Providence-class dreadnought. At over 2,000 
metres in length, these ships are used as troop transports as well as large combat vessels in space 
battles. Equipped with dozens of cannons and hundreds of torpedo launchers, these ships are 
the centrepiece of the CIS navy. Additionally, the Confederacy is equipped with a small number 
of Subjugator-class heavy cruisers. These behemoths are over twice the size of the Providence-
class ships, and possess two powerful ion cannons on either side which can emit large EMP pulses, 
disabling all ships in their path. Other smaller ships, such as the Munificent-class star frigate (used 
to transport troops) and the Recusant-class light destroyer (used to pursue and destroy enemy 
capital ships and frigates) are also in service with Separatist armies. Finally, the Lucrehulk-class 
droid control ships can store hundreds of thousands of battle droids and serve as a battle droid 
command centre, providing the droids with extra tactical support and increasing their combat 
effectiveness.

 When not lead by a Separatist leader, these armies were commanded by T-series tactical 
droids who served as excellent military strategists to direct the droids. Their sheer computation 
prowess in calculating the best outcome allowed them to be feared leaders and very adaptable to 
changing situations. Even superior to the T-series are super tactical droids, who have better armor 
and computational capabilities.
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Army Hierarchy
• Squad (8 battle droids): A squad consists of eight battle droids. While organic squads are led by 

a sergeant, droid squads do not need an officer, as the squad members are directed remotely 
or programmed before an engagement.

• Platoon (56 battle droids): A platoon consists of seven squads.

• Company (112 battle droids, plus support droids): A company consists of two platoons 
transported via either a MTT or a troop carrier, commanded by a battle droid officer.

• Battalion (784 battle droids, plus support droids): A battalion consists of seven troop-carrier 
companies and a squadron of twenty-four AATs, commanded by a battle droid officer.

• Vanguard (1,232 battle droids, plus support droids): Designed to break through heavy 
defenses, a vanguard consists of eleven MTT companies and a squadron of eighteen AATs, 
commanded by a battle droid officer.

• Regiment (4,368 battle droids, plus support droids): A regiment consists of four battalions and 
a single vanguard, commanded by a battle droid officer. A regiment is the total force carried 
around one C-9979 landing craft.

• Division (21,840 battle droids, plus support droids): A division consists of five regiments, carried 
into battle via a section of five C-9979 landing craft.

• Corps (109,200 battle droids, plus support droids): A corps consists of five divisions, carried into 
battle via a section of twenty-five C-9979 landing craft.

Munificent-class star frigate

Armoured Assault Tank (AAT)

Multi-Troop Transport (MTT)



• Army (218,400 battle droids, plus support droids): An army consists of two corps and represents 
the total surface force carried aboard a Lucrehulk-class battleship, commanded by the 
battleship's captain.

Weapons
The Separatist droids possessed a variety of weaponry separate from those built into their own 
bodies: 

1. The E-5 Blaster Rifle was the standard issue droid blaster which was intended for use by non-
living wielders.

2. E-5 Sniper Rifles were used for long range blaster fire and used by assassin droids (usually 
specially programmed B1s).

3. SE-14 Blaster Pistol is the side arm of the battle droid; generally low-powered and takes multiple 
shots to kill the enemy.

4. Radiation Launchers shoot radioactive projectiles to organic troops, causing slow and painful 
death.

5. E60-R Rocket Launchers are rocket launchers issued to B1 droids.

Delegate Positions
General Grievous - A Separatist general kept alive by a 
powerful cyborg body

Grievous is the highest ranking military official on this council and acts almost as an extension 
of Count Dooku’s wishes. While he is known for his incredible battle prowess, hot temper, and 
ability to kill Jedi, Grievous believes that the Separatists must wipe out both the Mandalorian 
government and Death Watch in order to exert complete dominance over Mandalore. Grievous 
despises both the Republic and the Jedi, and would like nothing more than to completely shatter 
both.

Viceroy Nute Gunray - influential leader of Separatists who 
controls many of the droid forces

As the leader of the Trade Federation and one of the founding members of the Confederacy, Nute 
Gunray supplies the CIS with the funds to maintain their massive battle droid army, as well as many 
of the battle droids themselves. His resent for the Republic has only grown since his takeover of 
Naboo almost 15 years earlier, and the acquisition of Mandalore could be the key to turning the 
tide in the war. Gunray prefers to manipulate events without getting his hands dirty, and would 
prefer to install a Separatist-friendly puppet government in Mandalore and open up trade with the 
Trade Federation as opposed to seeing the conflict escalate to warfare. However, if open warfare 
does break out on Mandalore, Nute Gunray is more than equipped to serve Separatist interests 
with his battle droid army.



Bec Lawise - Speaker of Parliament
As the speaker of the Separatist Parliament, Bec Lawise has risen to become one of the highest 
ranking members of the CIS. Although he despises the Republic, he understands that negotiation 
will be necessary to resolve the Mandalore crisis. He is equally mistrustful of Death Watch, and 
believes that the current Mandalorian government can be persuaded to join the Confederacy 
without violence. He is a skilled diplomat, though he is willing to authorize military force when he 
sees fit.

Prime Minister Almec - Prime Minister of Mandalore
Recently reinstated to his position after being arrested for corruption, Prime Minister Almec has 
joined this council in secret in order to overthrow Duchess Satine. He believes Duchess Satine is 
a weak-minded leader who is blind to the sufferings of her people. Instead, Almec believes that 
union with the Confederacy will grant Mandalore the economic relief it needs, as well as allow 
him to exert total control over the planet. Almec is willing to use Death Watch as a pawn to usurp 
the Duchess, as long as his cooperation with them is kept secret and Death Watch permits him to 
ascend to the role of Duke once their takeover is complete.

Archduke Poggle the Lesser - Geonosian leader & droid 
manufacturer

A skilled engineer and architect, Poggle the Lesser supervises the battle droid production facilities 
on the planets Geonosis and Hypori. Poggle is also the public leader of Geonosis, and commands 
hives of millions of Geonosians to serve him as labourers or warriors. Since he profits from each 
battle droid order placed by the CIS, Poggle is in favour of landing droids on Mandalore to provoke 
open warfare.

Foreman Wat Tambor - Leader of the Techno Union
Wat Tambor is the foreman of the Techno Union, a guild composed of several large weapons 
and starship-producing corporations. It is the Techno Union’s responsibility to design the battle 
droids and their equipment. However, the Techno Union also maintains some economic relations 
with the Republic; as such, Tambor supports a de-escalation of the current conflict without total 
pacification of both sides. Since Mandalore is a highly technologically advanced planet with both 
economic and human capital that could serve the Techno Union’s interests, Wat Tambor believes 
that a bloodless annexation of Mandalore into the CIS would benefit the Techno Union greatly.

Cad Bane - A highly skilled bounty hunter
After the death of Jango Fett, Cad Bane rose to fame as the top bounty hunter employed by the 
CIS. Although Bane initially served the CIS as a mere hired gun, Darth Sidious specifically requested 
that Bane sit on this cabinet as Bane has led countless missions on his. Cad Bane despises the 
republic, especially the Jedi who try to protect it. Bane is against putting droids on the ground 
of Mandalore, but is happy to run stealth missions to “remove” anyone that stands in his way, or 
otherwise manipulate events to the benefit of the Confederacy.



Commander Riff Tamson - Fearsome commander of the 
Separatist armies

Riff Tamson’s aggressive tactics have granted him the title of warlord. He is known for both his 
ruthless cunning and his savagery in battle. As a member of the Karkaradon species, Tamson is 
highly skilled at fighting underwater. Unlike various other members of the committee, Tamson 
believes that the best course of action is to place battle droids and himself on the ground of 
Mandalore before the Republic can do the same. He is no stranger to subduing local populations 
through slavery and scorched-earth policies, and intends to utilize such tactics on Mandalore.

Admiral Trench - Separatist naval commander
Trench is an admiral in the CIS navy known for his long history of fighting against the Republic, as 
well as his penchant for cheating death. He is knowledgeable with anti-cloaking measures used 
against enemy vessels, ensuring his victory in many battles and thwarting many enemy stealth 
operations. Trench supports a complete blockade of Mandalore from space in order to bait the 
Republic navy into escalating the conflict, and provoke a space battle that he is confident he will 
win.

San Hill - Chairman of the InterGalactic Banking Clan
Hill has deep ties to both the Separatists and the Republic and constantly loans money to both 
sides. His neutrality is merely a facade, however, as he is embezzling money from the Banking Clan 
to pay for Separatist activities and frequently levies higher interest rates on Republic loans.

Tee Va - A Moogan smuggler
The Moogan Smuggler Tee Va runs a black market trading ring on Mandalore while it has been 
cut off from Republic trade routes. Duchess Satine’s crackdown on illicit activities since the Almec 
scandal has greatly affected his business, and Tee Va wishes to see her removed from power. 
Furthermore, if the Republic were to reclaim Mandalore, Tee Va would be cut out of a tremendous 
amount of profit. Allowing the CIS to conquer Mandalore will allow Va to continue his operations. 
Tee Va has joined this council in order to assist the Separatist takeover of Mandalore, and offers his 
knowledge of Mandalore’s underground to the council.

Magistrate Passel Argente - Leader of the Corporate Alliance
Passel Argente sees a large, untapped market in Mandalore’s populace, and hopes to open trade 
with the isolated planet. As such, he believes that the destruction brought by open warfare will 
destroy Mandalore’s economic potential, and hopes for a diplomatic solution to the conflict.

Presidente Shu Mai - Leader of the Commerce Guild
Like many other union leaders on this council, Shu Mai wishes to expand economically into 
Mandalore. However, since the Commerce Guild also designs military equipment for the Separatist 
army and navy, Shu Mai does wish to see an escalation of tension with the Republic away from 
Mandalore so that Separatist orders of Commerce Guild materiel will increase.



Senator Po Nudo - Member of the Separatist Parliament and 
head of the Hyper-Communications Cartel, the media arm of the 
Separatists

As head of the Hyper-Communications Carte, Po Nudo monitors all civilian transmissions sent 
through Separatist space, and has the ability to censor any electronically-transmitted dissenting 
opinions. Additionally, he is responsible for creating and distributing propaganda through the 
Cartel’s HoloNet networks. Po Nudo is willing to work with Death Watch in order to take over 
Mandalore, and hopes to expose the Mandalorian populace to his propaganda in order to convert 
them to the Separatist cause.

Senator Tikkes - Member of the Separatist Parliament
Once the Senator for the planet of Mon Cala, Tikkes defected to the Confederacy when the 
Republic arrested him for running a slave ring. During a civil war on Mon Cala, he and his members 
of his fellow Quarren species attempted to genocide the rival Mon Calamari, but were beaten 
back Mon Cala Prince Lee-Char. Tikkes believes that Death Watch cannot be trusted and must be 
destroyed if the CIS is to take over Mandalore; once Mandalore comes under Separatist control, he 
hopes to enslave the local population and drive fear into the hearts of the Republic systems. He is 
served by a small army of Quarren exiles.

Voe Atell - Member of the Separatist Parliament
Although Voe Atell is as mistrustful of the Republic as many of her colleagues, she has at 
times demonstrated a reluctant willingness to sue for peace with the Republic. Fiercely loyal 
to the Confederacy, all of her peace terms have involved the Republic’s recognition of the full 
legitimacy of the CIS. She hopes to incorporate other planets, such as Mandalore, peacefully into 
the CIS. Additionally, she is willing to work with Death Watch and assist in usurping the current 
Mandalorian government, on the sole condition that Mandalore join the CIS afterwards.

By Bluss - Member of the Separatist Parliament
By Bluss has repeatedly made clear his desire for peace with the Republic. He is an avowed pacifist 
and fearful of Republic response to Separatist aggression. As a result, he believes that Mandalore 
can only join the CIS through the will of the current government. He is sure that involvement 
from Death Watch, or overt Separatist manipulation of Duchess Satine’s government, will result in 
Republic military occupation of Mandalore and destruction of any chance of peace between the 
Republic and the CIS.

Kerch Kushi - Member of the Separatist Parliament
Kerch Kushi believes the Republic to be a flawed and corrupt organization dominated by 
corporations. He fears the same will happen to the Confederacy, and supports curtailing of 
the Confederacy’s various commercial and financial organizations, as well as greater political 
centralization. Although he believes that Mandalore must come under Republic control, he is 
unwilling to involve Death Watch to any great extent, and is willing to open peace negotiations 
with the Republic.



Captain Mar Tuuk
One of the most decorated captains in the Confederate navy. A studier of military history, Mar 
Tuuk is familiar with the tactics used by the Republic navy and has used this knowledge to his 
advantage in many battles. He typically prefers to command battles from his specialized Lucrehulk-
class droid control ship as opposed to a capital ship, distancing himself from the battle. His 
specialities lie in conducting mass ship and troop movements, especially in regards to organizing 
blockades. Mar Tuuk believes that a naval blockade of Mandalore and subsequent bombardment 
of the planet from space will coerce the Mandalorians into joining the Confederacy. Mar Tuuk is of 
course familiar with traditional Mandalorian naval tactics, but is otherwise unsure of Death Watch’s 
potential use to the CIS.

Relevant Sources

Season 2
Episode 12 - “The Mandalore Plot”
Episode 13 - “Voyage of Temptation”
Episode 14 - “Duchess of Mandalore”

Since this particular crisis, as well as many of the delegates that will appear in committee, are 
from the show Star Wars: The Clone Wars, we recommend the show as a helpful source to acquire 
further background information. Of course, since watching all six seasons of the show would be a 
great endeavour, we have assembled a list of episodes relevant to this particular crisis. The list is as 
follows:

Season 3
Episode 5 - “Corruption”
Episode 6 - “The Academy”
Episode 10 - “Heroes on Both Sides”

Season 4
Episode 14 - “A Friend in Need”

 Committee starts immediately after the conclusion of Season 5, Episode 13 - “Point of 
No Return.” Although that particular episode is not relevant to our committee, any events that 
transpire in Season 5 after Episode 13, or in Season 6, may not be referenced in committee.

 Additionally, the films Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace and Star Wars Episode II: 
Attack of the Clones provide a lot of backstory regarding the origin of the Clone Wars, the nature of 
the Jedi Order, and the role of the Republic and Senate. However, none of the events regarding 

Admiral Dua Ningo - Separatist naval commander
An admiral in the Confederate fleet, Dua Ningo is an experienced war veteran. He has single-
handedly won a number of battles against the Republic, and wishes to do so again. By absorbing 
the Council of Neutral Systems into the CIS, he hopes that his fleet will finally be large enough to 
launch a full scale assault on Coruscant. While he thinks that Death Watch could be a useful pawn, 
he is more than happy to use his naval fleet to simply capture Mandalore. 



Note on difference between Canon and Legends
 Before Disney purchased Star Wars from George Lucas, many different forms of media 
(video games, books, comics, etc) were used to describe what happened outside of the main 
movies. However, Disney wanted to release its own media versions of Star Wars history including 
a new tv show and a new trilogy; a lot of this new media conflicted with star wars history made 
before the purchase. 

 Everything that is Canon (or true in the Disney-Star Wars Universe) is all the movies, along 
with the Rebels and The Clone Wars television shows and any books published after Disney’s 
purchase. The Legends timeline includes all prior television shows, books, comics, and other 
merchandise. Please keep in mind that this timeline includes the similarly-named Star Wars: Clone 
Wars, a 2d animated show that aired in 2003. Canon sources are generally preferred over Legends 
sources, but it is permissible to use Legends sources to find more background on your characters 
and their motives.

Death Watch and Mandalore are referenced in these films.

 Finally, the Star Wars wiki (www.starwars.wikia.com) is a fantastic source for gathering 
background information or reading summaries of the aforementioned sources. The Star Wars wiki 
is also very helpful for learning about delegate positions; there are a number of positions whose 
characters play only a small role in the television show, and the Star Wars wiki will provide a lot of 
information regarding the back stories and motivations of these positions. If you find that your 
character has already been killed prior to the Season 5, Episode 13 of the television show, assume 
that your character somehow escaped death and is present in committee.

Conclusion
We understand that this may be a lot of information to absorb at once. In order to prevent any 
confusion, we encourage you to read this background guide a few times over to understand 
the key concepts of this crisis, and to consult the sources we provide. As stated beforehand, you 
are not expected to memorize each and every detail about the Star Wars universe. Above all, 
remember to cooperate with your fellow delegates in committee, and think critically to formulate 
well-written directives and crisis notes. May the Force be with you!


